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Page 1  
A) a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,I,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u,v,w,x,y,z 

B)  A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z 

Page 2 A  
1) I am Judy. 

2) I am slim. 

3) I am pretty. 

4) I am playing with my dog. 

Page 2 B 
1) I am a girl. 

2) Heidi is a kind girl. 

3) I am Ben. 

4) Heidi and Ben are good friends.  

5) We are in the same class. 

6) They are happy. 

Page 2 C  
1) I am celebrating my birthday.  

2) There is a big cake on the table. 

3) I am seven years old. 

4) We are having a lot of fun. 

5) My friends are at my party.  

6) We are happy. 

7) The snacks are tasty. 

8) There are many cups on the table. 

Page 3 D 
1) is 

2) am 

3) is 

4) are 

5) are 

Page 3 E  
1) Error is correct answer are 

2) Error are correct answer is 

3) Error is correct answer are 

4) Error are correct answer is 

 



Page 3 F  
1) I am a sad boy. 

2) He is feeling cold. 

3) You are kind.  

4) We are smart.  

5) She is pretty. 

6) I am a happy boy. 

Answer Page 4 G  
It is a lovely day.  The family is going on a vacation. There are four adults. There are three children. They are 

happy. The boy is seven years old. The babies are one year old. They are going to Barbados. They are going to 

enjoy the beautiful beaches. Mr. Carlos is carrying his camara to take out a lot of photos. 

Answer Page 4 H  
1) I am thirsty. 

2) He is reading his favourite book. 

3) She is playing with her dog.  

4) The children are walking to school. 

5) We are very happy. 

Answer Page 5 A  
1) was 

2) was 

3) were 

4) was 

5) were 

6) were 

7) were 

8) were 

9) were 

10) were 

Answer Page 5 B  
1) She were making a cake. was 

2) They was cleaning the house. were 

3) We was on the beach playing. were 

4) The boys was playing football. were 

5) The children was under the tree. were 

6) Jenny were playing her guitar. was 

7) The pupils was playing in the school yard. were 

8) I were very tired after doing my chores. was 

9) Marsha, Fred and Lucy is best friends. are 

10) Mike were very happy with his pet.  was 

 



Answer Page 6 C 
It was a lovely day. The sky was blue. The wind was strong. Elliot and Kai were playing cricket. They were 

very happy. Elliot was batting and Kai was bowling. 

Answer Page 6 D (free response) 
1) Adam and Amy were eating./happy/ drinking juice 

2) Adam and Amy were talking. Having lunch 

3) Adam and Amy were sitting. 

Answer Page 7 E  
It was a sunny day. The coconuts trees were swaying in the breeze. Rosy and Lucy were in the water. They 

were having fun. They were playing with a ball. Edward and Mia were building a sandcastle. They were 

happy. Emma was lying happily under an umbrella. 

Answer Page 7 F  
It was Christmas time. The children were happy (excited). They were happy decorating the house. Carol and 

Riaz were decorating the tree. The windows and fireplace were decorated beautifully.  Their dog was also 

helping. There were many presents under the Christmas tree. 

Answer Page 8 A  
1) has 

2) have 

3) has 

4) has 

5) has 

6) have 

7) have 

8) Answer 

Answer Page 8 B  
1) The children has fun with their pets. have 

2) Ben have a cute dog.  has 

3) The bicycle have two wheels.  has 

4) Andy have a parrot. has 

5) We has lunch together. have 

6) The boy have the toy. has 

7) The cat have a long tail. has 

8) Lucy have two kittens. has 



Answer Page 9 C  
It is a monkey. It has two eyes. It has two ears. It has a flat face. Monkeys have two arms and two legs to walk 

and run. A monkey has a long tail which it uses for balance while swinging through forest tree branches. 

Answer Page 9 D  
1) has 

2) has 

3) has 

4) has 

5) have 

Answer Page 10 A  
1) does 

2) do 

3) does 

4) do 

5) does 

6) does 

7) does 

8) does 

9) do 

10) does 

Answer Page 10 B  
1) It do not move fast. does 

2) We does not go there often. do 

3) I does my chores on evenings. do 

4) They does the cleaning on Saturdays. do 

5) Do she eat bananas? does 

6) The dog do not bark at strangers. does 

7) I does my work well. do 

8) Lucy do not play tennis. does 

9) He do not swim. does 

10) The girls does the mopping. do  

11) My mother do the cooking. does 

12) It do not crawl. does 

Answer Page 11 A  
1) Carla’s 

2) Ben’s 

3) Ted’s 

4) aunt’s 

5) uncle’s 

Answer Page 11 B  



1) I’ll 

2) They’ll 

3) doesn’t 

4) weren’t 

5) She’ll 

6) wouldn’t 

7) couldn’t 

8) She’s 

Answer Page 11/12 C  
1) I’m 

2) They’re 

3) What’s 

4) He’ll 

5) It’s 

6) don’t 

7) Where’s 

8) Who’s 

Answer Page 12 D 
1) You’re 

2) I’m 

3) They’re 

4) We’ll 

5) Haven’t 

6) wouldn’t 

7) Where’s 

8) Don’t

9)  

Answer Page 12 E  
1) Linda’s 

2) Who’s 

3) Fred’s 

4) He’s 

5) won’t 

6) doesn’t 

Answer Page 13 A  
1) Dave goes to school from Monday to Friday 

2) Where is your book? 

3) Do you have a pet? 

4) Babita is my best friend. 

5) It is a lovely Sunday 

Answer Page 13 B  
1) Do you think he will come? 

2) Seeta and Fatima are going to see the Kaieteur Falls in Guyana. 

3) Today is Thursday.  

4) Chris and Rasheed are at the beach in Maracas. 

5) Have you seen my pencil? 

6) Nicole and I are in the store. 

7) My birthday is in the month of May. 



Answer Page 14 C  
1) I shall see you on Monday.  

2) Do you like this dress? 

3) Lilly’s guitar is expensive. 

4) Amelia and Bob go to the mall on Saturdays. 

5) Is Aunt Sandra coming to visit? 

6) Nadira’s birthday is on Friday. 

7) Are you hungry? 

Answer Page 14 D  
It was a sunny, Saturday morning. Mandy was helping her mother, Mrs. Lee, hang out the wet clothes to 

dry. They were happy. She always washes on Saturdays or Sundays. Does Mandy look happy? 

Answer Page 15 A  
One  More than one 

chair chairs 

potato potatoes 

church churches 

glass glasses 

leaf leaves 

lady ladies 

man men 

tooth teeth 

orange oranges 

mango mangoes 

bench benches 

class classes 

woman women 

foot feet 

baby babies 

knife knives 

Answer Page 15 B  
1) beds 

2) books 

3) boxes 

4) ladies 

5) shelves 

6) benches 



Answer Page 16 C 
1) spoons 

2) buses 

3) benches 

4) potatoes 

5) boxes 

6) watches 

7) churches 

8) babies 

9) dresses 

10) countries 

Answer Page 16 D  
1) Four glass are on the table. glasses 

2) There were two bench in the room. benches 

3) There are many fly on the plate. flies 

4) I got two sum wrong in Mathematics. sums 

5) There are two cup on my desk. cups 

6) A dog has four leg to walk and run. legs 

7) Haley got six doll for her birthday. dolls 

8) There are four lady in my room. ladies  

9) The leaf on the tree are huge. leaves 

10) The baby are very pretty. babies 

11) A parrot has two wing.  wings 

12) There are five shelf in the cupboard. shelves 

 

 

Answer Page 17 E  
1) We listened to many story yesterday. stories 

2) Nancy saw two fairy in her dream. fairies 

3) A cat has four leg. legs 

4) There are three pony at the zoo. ponies 

5) I ate a lot of cherry yesterday. cherries 

6) There are many mosquito in the room. mosquitoes 

7) The lady are talking softly. ladies 

8) The two family are very happy. families 

9) We visited the two city in the country. cities 

10) There are many factory in our town. factories 

11) Imran has five tomatos in the box. tomatoes 

12) Jeff buys many watchs for himself. watches 



Answer Page 17 F  
1) The thiefs are in the store. thieves 

2) There are many book in the library. books 

3) The tree has many leafs. leaves 

4) There are many ladys in the kitchen. ladies 

5) There are six mangos in the bowl. mangoes 

6) There are ten bird on the tree. birds 

7) The two man are friends. men 

8) I have six box of toys. boxes 

9) There are many flys on the floor. flies 

10) A few branch on the tree need trimming. branches 

Answer Page 18 A  
1) dance 

2) play 

3) draw 

4) write 

5) sing 

6) swim 

7) eat 

8) drink

9)  

Answer Page 18 B  
1) read 

2) drives 

3) write 

4) drink 

5) swim 

6) comes 

7) plays 

8) works 

9) are 

10) has

11)  

Answer Page 18/19C  
1) She wash the clothes. washed 

2) Steve watch football on Sundays. watched 

3) He rush to work on mornings. rushed 

4) I swims on mornings in the pool.  swim 

5) Fred trim the hedges in the flower garden every week. trims 

6) Nancy mop the floor on Saturdays. mops 

7) Laura pat her dog gently on evenings. pats 

8) Chandra stop by the mall on evenings. stops 

9) Harry ride his new bicycle everyday. rides 

10) Linda brush her teeth after every meal. brushes 

11) The boy play cricket everyday. plays 

12) Allan walk his dog in the park. walks/walked 



Answer Page 19 D  
There are many different pastries at the bakery. I always buy two cakes and three pies. I also buy two loaves 

of bread. There are many shelves that display the pastries. Mrs. Chin sells the best pastries. 

 

Answer Page 20 A /AN is used before words beginning with the 
vowels (a,e,i,o,u) 
1) a room 

2) an arrow 

3) an apple  

4) an angel 

5) an umbrella 

6) an apron 

7) an inkpot 

8) a car 

9) an axe 

10) a bat 

11) a boy 

12) a book 

13) a table 

14) an orange 

15) a teacher 

16) a school 

17) an egg 

18) an ape 

Answer Page 20 B   
I have an egg. I am going to give it to a friend. He will buy me an apple, an orange and a banana. 

Answer Page 21 A 

Action Words Add ‘ing’ 

watch watching 

dance dancing 

stop stopping 

play playing 

come coming 

 

Answer Page 21 B 
1) is cooking 

2) are dancing 

3) is trimming 

4) is writing 

5) is patting 

6) is rowing 

Answer Page 21 C 
1) riding 

2) cooking 

3) eating 

4) patting 

5) coming 

6) playing 



Answer Page 22 D  
1) I am trim the trees. trimming 

2) She is write in her book. writing 

3) The dog is bite the bone. biting 

4) Emma is dance at the party. dancing 

5) Nancy is mop the floor in the kitchen. mopping 

6) The police are stop the cars. stopping  

7) I am wet the lawn. wetting 

8) Ted is make a huge kite for the competition. making 

9) The sun is shine brightly. shining 

10) Sita is sit in the front seat of the car. sitting 

Answer Page 22 E  
1) The girl dancing in the competition. is dancing 

2) The boy is bathe his dog. bathing 

3) Mrs. Collins baking her favourite cake. is baking 

4) The policeman is ride the horse. riding 

5) I writing a story about my friend. am writing 

6) I am wipe my hands. wiping 

7) My friends waving to me. are waving 

8) Mr. Jones going to work. is going 

9) We eating our fresh fruits. are eating 

10) The boys are hide inside the bushes. hiding 

11) Anna and Sam are swim in the pool. swimming 

12) The dog is bark at the boy. barking 

Answer Page 23 F  
1) Cindy is wash the dishes. washing 

2) Paul is drink his milk. drinking 

3) They are skip in the yard. skipping 

4) The girl is read well. reading 

5) My father is drive his car. driving 

6) Dora is write neatly. writing 

7) We are move to Guyana next year to live. moving 

8) Lisa and Julie are sweep their rooms. sweeping 

9) Ben and Jason are listen to music. listening 

10) My uncle is open the window. opening 

Answer Page 23G  
1) My two foot are big. feet 

2) The storys are very interesting. stories  

3) There are three shelfs on the wall. shelves  

4) Lucy brush her hair on mornings. brushes 



5) The two fan in the room are not working. fans 

6) Mandy bought many tomatos. tomatoes 

7) There are two bus parked in front of the school. buses 

8) There are three thiefs in the house. thieves 

9) Jeff is watch his favourite show. watching 

10) They are use my pencil to write. Using 

 

Answer Page 24  
1) reading 

2) waving 

3) running 

4) sweating 

5) writing 

6) hugging 

7) dancing 

8) travelling 

9) driving 

10) riding 

11) mopping 

12) bathing 

Answer Page 25 A 
Present Tense Past Tense 

wash washed 

smile smiled 

stop stopped 

show showed 

wipe wiped 

drop dropped 

dance danced 

dry dried 

clap clapped 

move moved 

Answer Page 25 B 
1) barked 

2) used 

3) patted 

4) mopped 

5) played 

6) watched 

7) tried 

8) switched 

9) stopped 

10) fried 

  



Answer Page 26 C  
1) opened 

2) used 

3) emptied 

4) baked 

5) studied 

6) turned 

7) cried 

8) carried 

9) smiled 

10) wagged

Answer Page 26 D  
1) We tidy the room before the guests arrived. tidied 

2) My uncle sip the hot tea. sipped 

3) Priya pin up her hair to attend the party. pinned 

4) Frankie save all his money to buy a toy. saved 

5) He try to work the sum but couldn’t. tried 

6) Mr. Ali chop down the old tree. chopped 

7) The children clap when Rishi won the race. clapped 

8) My aunt hum the song while she was driving. hummed 

9) We dry the wet clothes in the sun. dried 

10) They like the movie they saw last night. liked 

11) My brother beg my parents to buy him a cellphone. begged 

12) The children hurry outside to play. hurried 

Answer Page 37 E  
Present Tense Past Tense 

play played 

see saw 

eat ate 

drink drank 

break broke 

come came 

speak spoke 

fall fell 

make made 

take took 

write wrote 

give gave 

 

  



Answer Page 27 F  
1) gave 

2) fell 

3) drove 

4) began 

5) stole 

6) drank 

7) sang 

8) saw 

9) spoke 

10) slept 

Answer Page 28 G  
1) climbed 

2) wiped 

3) ate 

4) spoke 

5) saw 

6) made 

7) began 

8) wrote 

9) took 

10) did 

11) came 

12) rode 

Answer Page 28 H  
1) Navin speak to me yesterday. spoke 

2) Nancy make two cakes for the cake sale. made  

3) Tommy eat his breakfast slowly. ate 

4) Lilly go to the mall on Saturday. went 

5) They see the new movie yesterday. saw 

6) Since the show begin on time, we were happy. began 

7) Steve write his name on the wall. wrote 

8) My brother work late yesterday. worked 

9) The girls take their time and made their craft. took 

10) My sister sleep late so she arrived at school late. slept 

11) Bob drive me to the mall yesterday. drove 

12) My friend give me a piece of his mango. gave 

Answer Page 29  I  
The children went to the park. Mike played on the swing. Carl skipped with a rope. Lucy chased Jack. Lilly drew 

on the ground. Steve kicked the ball. Lee rode on a duck. Tina ran around the park. They were very happy. 

Answer Page 29 J 
It was a sunny day. Miss Cooper took her pupils to play. The children played with a ball.  Miss Cooper rang the 

bell. Playtime was over. They were happy. 

  



 Answer Page 30 A  
1) books 

2) bag 

3) hand 

4) bike, bicycle 

5) chair 

6) girl 

7) fish 

8) cat 

9) dog 

10) boy 

11) store 

12) bus 

13) church 

14) orange 

15) boots 

Answer Page 30 B  
1) Sema bought six dresses at the store.  

2) Rena put the doll into a small box.  

3) The ball is on the polished floor.  

4) The cute cat is by the chair.  

5) There are many plates on the table.  

6) The girl is riding her new bicycle. 

7) The books are in the bag. 

8) The chairs are very comfortable. 

9) There are many oranges in the basket. 

10) Jack has a parrot and a dog for his pet. 

Answer Page 31 A 
slow slower slowest 

tall taller tallest 

short shorter shortest 

cold colder coldest 

small smaller smallest 

long longer longest 

 

Answer Page 31 B 
1) smaller 

2) slower 

3) tallest 

4) fastest 

5) neatest 

6) strongest

  



Answer Page 31 C 
1) shorter 

2) smarter 

3) sweeter 

4) faster 

5) longest 

6) slower 

7) higher 

8) colder 

Answer Page 32 D  
1) The cherry is sweetest than the plum. sweeter 

2) My drink is cold than yours. colder 

3) My arms are long than yours. longer 

4) An egg is smallest than an orange. smaller 

5) Bernard is smart than his sister. smarter 

6) My pillow is soft than yours. softer 

7) The dress is long than the skirt. longer 

8) Tommy is short than his mother. shorter 

9) The boys sang sweet than the girls. sweeter 

10) The school is the high building in the town. highest 

11) My feet are clean than my hands. cleaner 

12) Linda is the taller girl at the party. tallest 

 

 

Answer Page 32 E  
1. jump jumps jumping jumped 

2. clean cleans cleaning cleaned 

3. walk walks walking walked 

4. start starts starting started 

5. open opens opening opened 

6. wash washes washing washed 

7. show shows showing showed 

 

  



Answer Page 33 A 
1) He is a kind boy. 

2) She is a happy person. 

3) I saw them at the zoo yesterday. 

4) Mr. Lee gave us some fruits. 

5) My friend shared his snacks with me. 

6) We liked her a lot because she is helpful and kind.  

7) The teacher asked her why she was sad. 

8) We bought him a cake for his birthday. 

Answer Page 33 B  
1) Kabir is a strong boy. 

2) He is a strong boy. 

3) Anjali is a pretty girl. 

4) She is a pretty girl. 

5) Mr. William is a good teacher. 

6) He is a good teacher. 

7) Jenny and I are going on vacation together. 

8) We are going on vacation together. 

9) Navish and Adam are great doctors. 

10) They are great doctors. 

11) Asmita and Fatir are best friends.  

12) They are best friends. 

Answer Page 34 C  
1) It is his 

2) It is hers 

3) It is mine 

4) It is his 

5) It is ours 

6) It is hers 

7) It is yours 

8) It is theirs 

 

Answer Page 34 D  
1) Her mother gave she the gift. her 

2)  My aunt saw he at the zoo. him 

3) Mr. Thomas showed he his new car. him 

4) My aunt wanted we to visit her. us 

5) Is this pen she own? hers 

6) Are these books your own? yours 

7) Is this car them own? theirs 

8) Is that house he own? his 



Answer Page 35 A 
Words  K S Words  K S 

cake k s circle k s 

city k s cook k s 

car k s cereal k s 

cent k s cow k s 

can k s cinema k s 

rice k s face k s 

cook k s circus k s/k 

Answer Page 35 B  
Words  G J Words  G J 

go g  goal g  

gentle  J game g  

age  j plug g  

goat g  gem  j 

angel  j huge  j 

garden g  frog g  

danger  j gas g  

germ  j gate g  

gift g  gym  j 

  

Answer Page 36 C  
1) br 

2) dr 

3) sh 

4) pl 

Answer Page 36 D  
1) tr 

2) dr 

3) sh 

4) gl 

Answer Page 36 E  
1) ch 

2) wr 

3) sp 

4) bl 



Answer Page 36 F  
1) sw 

2) br 

3) sh 

4) cr 

Answer Page 37 A  

Add the following blends to form words.  

bl, cl, dr, fr, sn, br, th, pl, wh, sw, ch, sh, tr,wr, st,cr, sp 

clip ch/place cloud frame blank dr/think 

fresh cr/brush th/pl/drank cr/dream class pl/brain 

sh/drake white plant drum black wr/clap 

st/dream stair brush bring tr/drip frog 

sh/clock fr/snail shirt st/trick swear drain 

st/br/drain th/when swing blink brown wh/sh/drip 

tr/free cr/th/draw think ch/dr/bless dr/ship blue 

drop sh/creep  snow br/spoon wrist sh/br/crawl 

 

 

Answer Page 37 H  

Add a Letter or Letters to the Phonograms to form words. 

an pan man can ran van 

in pin tin sin fin win 

en pen hen ten men Ken 

at mat cat hat rat fat 

ot pot hot lot got rot 

ear hear near dear fear wear 

ake bake make take rake lake 

ate late gate rate mate hate 

old sold told fold c/hold m/bold 

eat meat heat seat beat neat 



Answer Page 38 A  
1) see 

2) won 

3) two 

4) three 

5) too 

6) four 

7) one 

8) eight 

9) hair 

10) son 

11) pain 

12) sum

 

Answer Page 38 B  
1) We hair clearly when the teacher speaks. hear  

2) The sun is shining in the blew sky. blue 

3) The to boys are playing football. two 

4) Jenny eight one donut for her snack. ate 

5) Fishes swim in the see. sea 

6) I am knot going to speak with my friend. not 

7) This is hour new car we bought. our 

8) We like to eat meet with our vegetables. meat 

9) The store had a sail so I bought five shirts. sale 

10) The flour in the vase is pretty. flower 

Answer Page 39  C 
1) hair, hear 

2) sea, see 

3) tale, tail 

4) sail, sale 

5) pain, pane 

6) flower, flour 

7) one, won 

8) our, hour 

9) sum, some

 

Answer Page 39 D  
1) tail, tale 

2) hour, our 

3) meat, meet 

4) no, know 

5) air, ear 

6) pear, pair 

7) flour, flower 

8) blew, blue 

9) aunt, ant 

Answer Page 40 A  
1) angry-mad 

2) happy-glad 

3) pretty-lovely 

4) huge-big 

5) see-look 

6) fat-chubby 

7) slim-thin 

8) sad-unhappy 

9) fast-quick 

10) rest-relax 

11) build-make 

12) afraid-scared 

Answer Page 41 B 
1) large 

2) little 

3) litter 

4) tall 

5) relax 

6) finish 

7) to build 

8) wide 

9) wicked 

10) happy 

11) idea 

12) dislike 



Answer Page 41 C 
1) begin-start 

2) exit-leave 

3) stop-cease 

4) strange-odd 

5) speak-talk 

6) garbage-trash 

7) false-untrue 

Answer Page 42 D  
1) gift-present 

2) false-untrue 

3) reply-answer 

4) under-below 

5) leave-exit 

6) looking-watching 

Answer Page 42 E  
1) joy-happy 

2) begin-start 

3) look-watch 

4) mend-fix 

5) end-finish 

6) purchase-buy 

7) sick-ill 

8) tall-high 

9) crawl-creep 

10) tidy-clean 

11) fast-quick 

 

Answer Page 43 A  
1) clean-dirty 

2) small-big 

3) new-old 

4) poor-rich 

5) long-short 

6) small-big 

7) close-open 

8) kind-selfish 

Answer Page 43/44 B  
1) empty-full 

2) start-end/begin-end 

3) slim-fat 

4) fast-slow 

5) heavy-light 

6) sink-float 

7) cold-hot 

8) black-white 

9) pretty-ugly 

10) right-left 

11) back-front 

12) low-high 

13) wide-narrow/broad-narrow 

14) love-hate/love-dislike 

15) wet-dry 

16) noisy-quiet 

17) front-back 

  



Answer Page 44 C  
1) above-below 

2) back-front 

3) hot-cold 

4) sad-happy 

5) early-late 

6) slow-fast 

7) quiet-noisy 

8) tall-short 

9) smart-silly/stupid 

10) kind-unkind/selfish 

Answer Page 45 A  
1) are 

2) am 

3) are 

4) are 

5) is 

Answer Page 45 B  
1) We were very tired after we played. 

2) Sally has the most dolls in the group. 

3) My mother does all the cleaning at home. 

4) They were very sad when the dog died. 

5) Rick and Ryan are good friends. 

 

Answer Page 45 C  
1) What are they doing? 

2) Today is Friday. 

3) I live in Guyana. 

4) This is Tina’s book. 

5) Kate and Tracy are friends. 

Answer Page 46 D  
1) bench-benches 

2) story-stories 

3) chair-chairs 

4) man-men 

5) foot-feet 



Answer Page 46 E  
1) Cindy reads well. 

2) Sita goes to school everyday. 

3) Brian plays cricket well. 

4) Pete is eating his food. 

5) We are helping our teacher.  

Answer Page 46 F  
1) They played music last night. 

2) Shane danced at the party last week. 

3) Mary cried when she lost her doll.  

4) The children clapped happily. 

5) Tom drank all the milk. 

  


